Sentences

Sentences is a collection of meditations, affirmations, prayers and poetry culled from the
journals, published writings and talks of Integral Church founder Joran Slane Oppelt. Topics
range from love and death to grief and gratitude to the sacred masculine and divine feminine.
â€œJoran Oppeltâ€™s Sentences are a series of insightful meditations to get anyoneâ€™s
contemplative muscles flexing. From nature to mythology, love to gratitude, this book is
packed with plenty of introspective wisdom.â€• â€“ Chris Grosso, author of Indie Spiritualist
and Everything Mind â€œSentences is a simply beautiful and timeless collection of
affirmations, prayers and poetry that will surely resonate with those on the mystical and
heart-centered path. Joran has the rare ability to speak to a new generation â€” one that is
seeking inclusiveness and authenticity.â€• â€” Temple Hayes, author of When Did You Die?:
8 Steps to Stop Dying Every Day and Start Waking Up, How to Speak Unity and The Right to
Be You
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A sentence is a group of words that are put together to mean something. A sentence is the
basic unit of language which expresses a complete thought. It does this by following the
grammatical rules of syntax. For example: 'Angela is the most beautiful girl in the class'.
Phrases and clauses - Types of sentence. Sentence types can also be combined. A
compound-complex sentence contains at least two independent clauses and at least one
dependent clause. Key: independent clause = yellow, bold; comma or semicolon = pink,
regular font; coordinating conjunction = green, underlined; dependent clause = blue, italics. A
common weakness in writing is the lack of varied sentences. Becoming aware of three general
types of sentences--simple, compound, and.
A sentence is a set of words that is complete in itself, typically containing a subject and
predicate, conveying a statement, question, exclamation, or command.
Simple sentences: A simple sentence has only one clause: The children were laughing. John
wanted a new bicycle. All the girls are learning English. sentence definition: 1. a group of
words, usually containing a verb, that expresses a thought in the form of a statement, question,
instruction, or exclamation and.
This handout gives an overview of English sentence patterns. It will help you identify subjects,
verbs, and clause connectors so you can analyze your writing. 23 Aug - 5 min A sentence is a
grammatically complete idea. All sentences have a noun or pronoun. Use Ginger's Sentence
Rephraser to add variety to your writing, add synonyms, phrases, or change the order of your
sentence.
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